United Academics

Mandatory 7th Year Promotion & Tenure Review
Assistant Professor Megan Buzby – A&S/Natural Sciences
Assistant Professor Sol Neely – A&S/Humanities/English

4th Year Progression Toward Tenure Review
Assistant Professor Andrea Dewees – A&S/Humanities/Language
Assistant Professor Ernestine Hayes – A&S/Humanities/English
Assistant Professor Brian Vander Naald – A&S/Social Sciences/Econ
Assistant Professor Lora Vess – A&S/Social Sciences/Anth
Assistant Professor Alberta Jones – SOE
Assistant Professor Jonas Lamb – Library Services
Assistant Professor Bethany Wilkes - Library Services
Assistant Professor Julie Hamilton – SOM/Accounting

Sixth Year Comprehensive Post Tenure Reviews
Associate Professor Nina Chordas – A&S/Humanities/English
Associate Professor Daniel Monteith – A&S/Social Sciences/Anth
Associate Professor David Noon – A&S/ Social Sciences/Hist
Associate Professor Jennifer Ward – Library Sciences
Associate Professor Michael Boyer – SOM/Law
Per CBA, effective 7/1/2015, 3rd and 5th year retention reviews eliminated and changed to 4th year. Post-tenure reviews will be conducted every 5 years. Per MOA, those UAFT unit members who have not received a comprehensive post-tenure review since AY 2010/11 are required to submit a file for review.

4th Year Retention Reviews
None

Mandatory 7th Year Tenure Review
Assistant Professor Teague Whalen – Humanities (Ketchikan)

Dean/Director 3rd Year Post Tenure Reviews
none

5th Year Comprehensive Post Tenure Review
none

Application for Promotion
Associate Professor Eve Dillingham – SOM

Application for Tenure not during mandatory year
Associate Professor Reid Brewer – Career Ed Sitka